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Summary of recommendation

❖ CARR ran a public consultation on the proposed methodology for an enhanced CORRA 

from February 26th to April 30th

❖ In total, 15 responses were received.  Largely from buy-side and sell side institutions.

❖ Based on a careful review of comments received and subsequent discussions at CARR 

meetings on May 2nd and May 27th, CARR recommends that:

– CFIF endorse the CORRA methodology as was proposed in the recent consultation 

paper, with no changes.

– CFIF endorse certain monitoring and reviewing issues for further discussion by the 

Transition subgroup and by an eventual benchmark administrator.
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Recommendation: Enhanced CORRA methodology

❖ The methodology for an enhanced CORRA will be as laid out in the recent CARR 

consultation paper. 
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Recommendation: Governance and monitoring issues

❖ Several issues raised in consultation responses should be further discussed by the Transition 
subgroup.

❖ The transition subgroup may also consider other governance questions:
– What historical time series data should be published for an enhanced CORRA?

– What other metrics should accompany daily publication of the rate? (e.g. percentiles of the distribution of daily repo 
rates)

– What should be the minimum threshold to publish enhanced CORRA on a given day? (e.g. based on minimum 
transaction volume) 

Issue Comment CARR response

Review of enhanced 

CORRA methodology

Several respondents suggested that enhanced CORRA be 

monitored on an ongoing basis for:

• the importance of tom-next trades in the market;

• the appropriateness of the 25% filter level; and, 

• other unspecified issues.

The Transition subgroup should develop parameters that an 

Admin may consider in regularly reviewing an enhanced 

CORRA:

• Potentially setting triggers for considering changes to the 

methodology (e.g. new data sources, market structure 

changes).

• That the methodology should be stable and change 

infrequently.

• The subgroup may also consider what frequency of 

review is appropriate.

Inclusion of tom-next 

trades and open repos 

in an enhanced 

CORRA

• One respondent felt tom-next should be included in the 

calculation because of the large share of the market they 

represent

• Three respondents suggested the inclusion of tom-next be 

revisited if their market share continues to grow

• One respondent asked why open term repos are not 

included in the enhanced CORRA calculation.

• Although no change to the enhanced CORRA is 

recommended, the Transition subgroup should evaluate 

what data should be collected by a benchmark admin to 

evaluate the importance of tom-next and open repos as 

the market evolves.


